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Sammanfattning 
 

Det här examensarbetet har utförts på uppdrag av Stoneridge Electronics AB och är en utredning om hur 
intelligenta switchar skulle kunna ersätta de traditionella direktstyrda switcharna. Med intelligenta 
switchar menas att varje switch, knapp, innehåller elektroniska identifieringskomponenter och genom att 
koppla dem till ett nätverk kan man få samma förprogrammerade funktion oberoende av var switchen är 
placerad. Den ökade flexibiliteten och konfigurerbarheten som detta innebär kan vara till stor fördel i 
utvecklingsstadiet, i produktion och för kundanpassning av instrumentpanelen. Framförallt i dagsläget när 
lastbilstillverkarna erbjuder fler och fler funktioner och instrumentpanelskonfigurationer.  

 

LIN (Local Interconnect Network) är ett nätverksprotokoll som infördes 1999. Det är ett enkelt och billigt 
alternativ till CAN (Controller Area Network) och är tänkt att användas i applikationer som har låga 
bandbreddskrav, till exempel vid avläsning av sensorer och switchar. LIN var således ett självklart 
nätverksval för det här examensarbetet och utredningen fokuserades istället på olika identifieringsmetoder 
och deras för- och nackdelar. Två identifieringsmetoder, resistanskodning och 1-Wire, utreds noggrannare 
utifrån ett antal uppsatta krav såsom svarstider och hur många unika switchar metoden kan särskilja. 

 

Den praktiska delen av examensarbetet inkluderade konstruerandet av en prototyp vars huvudsyfte är att 
fungera som demonstrationsplatform för intelligenta switchar men även teknik-evaluering, det vill säga 
att ligga till grund för bland annat svarstidsmätningar. Prototypen är baserad på ett LIN-nätverk med tre 
noder och använder sig av resistanskodning för att identifiera switcharna. Det innebär att varje switch 
förses med en unik resistans och med hjälp av AD-omvandling identifieras switcharnas position och 
status.  
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Abstract 
 

This master thesis has been carried out on behalf of Stoneridge Electronics AB and is an investigation of 
how intelligent switches can replace the traditionally used direct controlled switches. The concept of 
intelligent switches is that the switches contain electronic identification components which, by connecting 
them to a network, give the same function independent of the location of the switch. This infers an 
increased flexibility and configurability which can be a great advantage in development, production and 
customization in the commercial vehicle industry. Especially in the current situation when commercial 
vehicle manufacturers provides more and more functions and dashboard configurations. 

 

LIN (Local Interconnect Network) is a network protocol introduced in 1999. It is a simpler and lower cost 
complement to CAN (Controller Area Network) and is adapted for applications where the demands for 
bandwidth are lower, for example reading sensors and switchers. This made LIN a natural network choice 
for this thesis and the investigation could focus on switch identification methods. Two identification 
methods are presented in this thesis, resistance encoding and 1-Wire. They are investigated and discussed 
on the basis of a set of predetermined demands such as response time and the amount of unique switches 
the method can distinguish.  

 

The practical part of this thesis include the design of a prototype which main purpose is to act as a 
demonstration platform for intelligent switches but also for technique evaluation i.e. serve as a base for 
response time measurements. The prototype is based on a LIN network with three nodes and the 
identification method used is resistance encoding. In resistance encoding every switch is provided with a 
unique resistance and the switches position and status are identified with AD-conversion.  
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1 Introduction 
The dashboard is the main human machine interface in all vehicles, it has gauges and displays 
for monitoring and switches and controls for manoeuvring the vehicle and controlling its 
functions. The major difference between an automobile dashboard and a heavy truck dashboard 
is the amount of gauges and switches which gives a vast amount of possible configurations. The 
commercial vehicle customer is able to choose from a variety of features and performances so 
every dashboard is singularly adapted to the customers demand which means that there are 
almost no heavy trucks that have the same exact configuration. Stoneridge is developing and 
manufacturing electronics for the commercial vehicle industry. They develop everything from 
instrument cluster and switch systems to ECU’s, tachographs and power distribution centres.  

 

By designing a more flexible and configurable dashboard, Stoneridge aim to simplify the 
commercial vehicle production and development process. This master thesis was composed to 
investigate how intelligent switches can replace the traditionally used direct controlled switches. 

 

Figure 1. Dashboard from Navistar International showing the big amount of switches and 
gauges 

To enable the switches to have the same function independent of where they are positioned the 
system investigated in this thesis has switches with pre-determined functions and is network 
based. 

The most common network type today is CAN (Controller Area Network). In implementations 
where bandwidth requirements are low CAN is unnecessary expensive and advanced. Because 
of this LIN (Local Interconnect Network) was introduced as a simple and low cost alternative. 
LIN is a single-wire serial communication protocol with a maximum bit rate of 20 kbit/s which 
makes it an excellent choice for applications like reading sensors and switches. Since LIN only 
requires one wire, except the power supply, major cable reduction is possible when replacing 
direct controlled sensors/switches with a LIN network.  
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1.1 Problem Description 
When the amount of controllable functions increases in the vehicles, the demand for a more 
flexible and configurable dashboard increases. All switch systems that Stoneridge manufactures 
today are direct controlled. This infers that it is hard and expensive to change an existing 
configuration or to have the same switch function in different locations. To get the highest 
possible configurability, a system of unconfigured switches would be desirable. These switches 
would need individual displays to show the present function. These systems already exists for 
other applications such as keyboards, see chapter 3.2.1 Intelligent switch concept, but they are 
very expensive and would be even more expensive in a commercial vehicle application due to 
the strict demands in EMC (ElectroMagnetic Compatibility) and durability.  

A more realistic solution is network based intelligent switches with pre-determined functions. 
Since they are identifiable by the system the position does not affect the function and the 
desired configurability is achieved.  

 

1.2 Objectives 
The aim of this master thesis is to investigate how intelligent switches based on a LIN network 
can replace the direct controlled switches traditionally used in the automotive industry. The 
commercial vehicle industry put high demands on the vehicle electronics so a set of important 
issues was identified and used as a guideline for the investigation: 

 

� Response time - important when manoeuvring a vehicle, the limit for a switch system is 
usually set to 100 ms 

� Number of distinguishable switches - the number of switches on a heavy truck 
dashboard is high (the dashboard in Figure 1 has room for 24 rocker switches) 

� Component price - for the components that are specific for the different identification 
methods 

� Current consumption  

 

To help visualising the results a prototype in form of an intelligent switch demonstration 
platform was designed. The demands for the prototype were: 

 

� It should be able to show the concept of intelligent switches 

� It should be based on a LIN network with at least one master and two slave nodes 

� It should have a computer interface for monitoring the network 

� It should manage the response time demands for a switch system 

 

1.3 Method 
This master thesis has a theoretical and a practical part. The theoretical part included an 
intelligent switch concept investigation and a study of LIN and its adequacy for this application 
and how to implement it. Further on a couple of identification methods where investigated 
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based on the demands set in 1.2 Objectives. In the practical part a prototype was designed based 
on the results of the investigation.  

 

1.4 Results 
The designed prototype uses a three node LIN network with resistance encoding for 
identification of the switches. The measuring performed on the prototype proves that the chosen 
identification method and network manages the response time demands at least for such a small 
system. A larger scale prototype with extended functionality should be designed to test a more 
realistic intelligent switch system.  

Of the two investigated identification methods, resistance encoding and 1-Wire, resistance 
encoding is theoretically the fastest and has the lowest component cost. With 1-Wire on the 
other hand the amount of implementable switches are practically unlimited. Architecturally the 
two methods resemble each other, they do not require a lot of extra components for the 
identification and they are manageable by a small microcontroller. 

 

1.5 Outline 
This master thesis is divided in three main parts. The first part of the report is a theoretical 
description of LIN. Since LIN is a key element to this master thesis it is important for the reader 
to understand the basics of this network. The second part is devoted to switches. Here the 
intelligent switches are described on a conceptual basis and compared to the traditional direct 
controlled switches. This part also contains a presentation and evaluation of some switch 
identification methods. The third part handles the practical part of the project with a description 
and evaluation of the designed prototype.  
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2 LIN, Local Interconnect Network 
LIN was introduced to the automotive industry as a smaller low cost complement to CAN [1]. It 
is a single-wired serial communication protocol based on UART/SCI interface; every byte 
therefore has an additional start and a stop bit. Compared to CAN LIN has a relatively low 
bandwidth. This makes LIN a good choice when the performance requirements are low. LIN 
follows the ISO 9141standard [2], with some enhancements regarding EMI (Electro-Magnetic 
Interference) behaviour.  

  

The first LIN specification was released in 1999 and updated the first time the next year. In 
2002 version 2.0 was released [3] that contained some major changes among other things the 
introduction of sporadic frames, see 2.1.2 Frame types, and in November 2006 the latest version 
2.1 was released [4]. The main objectives with the newer versions are to keep up with the 
progress in the automotive industry and to increase the comprehensibility.  

 

The main properties of the LIN bus are [3]: 

 

� Single master with multiple slave concept 

� Low cost silicon implementation based on common UART/SCI interface hardware, an 
equivalent in software, or as pure state machine 

� Self synchronization without a quartz or ceramics resonator in the slave nodes 

� Deterministic signal transmission with signal propagation time computable in advance 

� Low cost single-wire implementation 

� Speed up to 20 kbit/s 

� Signal based application interaction 

� Predictable behaviour  

 

2.1 Protocol 
The data-transfer in LIN are divided into frames, a frame consists of one header and one 
response. The header is transmitted by the master task which controls the timing and scheduling 
of the bus. Important to note here is the difference between slave node, slave task, master node 
and master task. In a LIN cluster the master task provides the header and the slave tasks provide 
the response. Since the master node need the possibility to provide both header and response it 
contains both a master task and a slave task while the slave nodes only contains a slave task 
each. When the header is transmitted all slave tasks checks the identification value to decide 
whether it should transmit, receive or ignore the response. 

The main schedule included in the master task contains all frames and is executed cyclically. 
All frames are thus polled at least once every schedule cycle which gives a predictable timing 
behaviour.  
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Figure 2. The frame structure of LIN.  

2.1.1 Frame structure 

The LIN frame is divided in two parts, the header and the response.  

 

Header 

The header consists of a break followed by a synchronizing pattern and an identifier, see Figure 
2. The synchronizer field is one byte with the value 0x55 (0b01010101) and synchronizes all 
nodes with each other. The protected identifier field is one byte where 6 bits are the 
identification value which gives 64 unique identification numbers and 2 bits are for parity. The 
identifier contains information about the frame content not the destination. All slave tasks check 
the identifier of every frame to know who shall send and receive the response.  

 

Response  

The response is generally transmitted by the slaves (except in sporadic and some diagnostic 
frames) and consists of a data field and a checksum field. The data is limited to one to eight 
bytes. When the data is received and verified with the checksum it becomes available to the 
application.  

 

2.1.2 Frame types 

To increase the flexibility and dynamics of the network several different frame types have been 
defined.  

 

Unconditional frame 

Unconditional frame is the most basic frame type; it is always transmitted in the allocated frame 
slot in the scheduling table in the master task. The publisher (the slave task that publish the 
response) and the subscribers (the slave task/tasks receiving the response) is always the same. 
Figure 3 shows a schedule with three unconditional frames. 
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Figure 3. Three unconditional frame transfers  

 

Sporadic frame 

Sporadic frames can be seen as several unconditional frames assigned to the same frame slot in 
the schedule table and the frame is only sent if it has an updated signal, see Figure 4. In this case 
the whole frame, both header and response, is sent by the master node. If more than one 
sporadic frame has updated signals the frame with highest prioritization is sent first. Collisions 
are not possible in sporadic frames since it is only the master that sends response.  

 

 

Figure 4. Sporadic frame transmission 

 

Diagnostic frame 

A diagnostic frame contains eight bytes of diagnostic or configuration data. The header is sent 
by the master after controlling with its diagnostic module if it shall be sent.  
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Event triggered frame 

Event triggered frames are made to decrease the load of the network when there are several 
slaves with rare occurring events. The header of an event triggered frame is transmitted when a 
slot in the schedule table for the event triggered frame is processed. In the slave task the 
identifier of the event triggered frame is associated with an unconditional frame. For the event 
triggered frame to fulfil its purpose it has to have at least two different unconditional frames 
associated to it. The first byte of the response is reserved for the unconditional frame identifier. 
The slave sends response only if it has an updated signal. When receiving the response the 
subscriber reads the first byte to check which unconditional frame response it is. If two 
publishers are trying to transmit at the same time, the result on the bus will be the “logical and” 
of the two transmissions, since the zero is dominant and will overwrite the one [5]. The 
publishers check if the result on the bus is their sent byte and stops sending if it does not match 
i.e. a collision has occurred, see Figure 5.  

When a collision occurs the master task changes to a collision resolving schedule table. This 
table contains all the associated unconditional frames and the master task processes it once and 
then switches back to the previous schedule table.  

 

MasterSlave 1 Slave 2

Header (ID0x11)

Response (ID0x12)

Event triggered frame request. Two slaves 

responds – a collision occurs and the slaves 

stop sending

Switch to collision resolving schedule 

table

Frame from slave 1 is requested

Response (ID0x13)

Response

Header (ID0x12)

Header (ID0x13)

Response

Switch back to normal schedule 

table

Frame from slave 2 is requested

Header (ID0x11)

No slave has updated data

StopStop

 

Figure 5. Detected collision that results in a switch to a collision resolving schedule table 

 

In some cases the result of two transmissions equal one of the sent bytes, see Figure 6. The 
slave that lost the arbitration stops sending and the winning slave continue. In this case no 
collision is detected by the master and the response that was not sent is stored and the slave 
waits for the next slot.  
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Figure 6. No collision detected, slave 1 sends response and slave 2 waits for next slot 

2.2 Physical Layer 
 

2.2.1 Physical Characteristics 

 

LIN is single-wire so every node in the cluster must have at least three connections, one for 
LIN, one for ground and one for BATV . LIN is specified to operate at 8-18 V, see Table 1, 
typically at 12 V since it is adapted to the automobile industry. LIN transceivers capable of 
operating at 24 V do exist (for example L9638 [6] from STMicroelectronics [7]) but are not 
very common yet. Using 12 V transceivers in the commercial vehicles 24 V electrical system 
results in higher costs since external components are required to get the right voltage.  

Table 1. Specified line characteristics and electrical DC parameters. [4] 

 

  Min. Typ. Max. Unit 

Total length of bus line 
BUSLEN    40 m 

Total capacitance of the bus including 
slave and master capacitances 

BUSC  

 

1 4 10 nF 

Capacitance of master node 
MASTERC   220   pF 

Capacitance of slave node 
SLAVEC   220  250 pF 

Line capacitance 
LINEC'   100  150 pF/m 

Operating voltage range 
BATV  8  18 V 
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There is a specified limit of 16 nodes and 40 meters bus length in LIN. The limiting factor is the 
slew rate of the transmitted signal, to keep the waveform asymmetry small the specified 
maximum capacitance is 10 nF for the entire system, see Table 1.  

 

2.2.2 Response time 

An important part of the intelligent switch investigation is the response times i.e. the time it 
takes from that the switch is triggered to the function is executed. Different functions of course 
differ in time criticality, for instance the functions that have to do with the actual driving of the 
vehicle is very time critical. Other functions such as climate control settings are not as time 
critical but if there is an indicator that shows if the function is activated it is more important 
with a fast response or the driver/passenger might get impatient and press the switch again.  

 

Specified wake up and transmission times 

The aggregated response time for a LIN cluster consists of several pieces. To save electricity the 
LIN nodes should go to a sleep mode when the bus has been silent for more than four seconds 
so the first thing that has to be considered is the wake-up time. All nodes can send a wake-up 
request, this is issued by forcing the bus to a dominant state in 250 µs to 5 ms. All nodes in the 
cluster shall according to LIN specification 2.1 be awake and ready to receive data within 100 
ms.  

In the prototype, see chapter 4 Prototype, an AT6621 LIN transceiver [8] and an ATmega88 8-
bit microcontroller [9] were used, the specified wake up times for these components are: 

� Maximum 13.5 ms for the LIN transceiver 

� Between 20 clock cycles (2.5 µs at 8MHz) and 65 ms depending how deep the sleep 
mode is for the microcontroller  

This gives a total maximum wake up time of 78.5 ms.  

 

After the slave initializing the frame transmission begins. Depending on how many bytes of data 
the data field contains the frame size is 54 to 124 bits (the header consist of 34 bits and the 
response 20-90). 

 

Calculations of transmission time for one frame according to LIN specification 2.1: 

 

BitalnoHeader TT ⋅= 34min_  

 

The transmission rate 19.2 kbit/s gives the transmission time for one bit sTBit µ08.52= and 9.6 

kbit/s gives sTBit µ17.104=  

 

BitByteBitalNosponse TNNT ⋅+⋅= )1(min_Re  

 

(1)  

(2)  
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Where ByteN  is the number of data bytes in the response and BitN  is the number of bits in every 

byte (10 due to the start and stop bit). 

 

alNosponsealNoHeaderalNoFrame TTT min_Remin_min_ +=  

 

The specified maximum distance between the bytes gives a total extra delay of 40%. 

 

alNoFrameMaximumFrame TT min__ 4.1 ⋅=  

 

Bits 19.2 kbit/s 9.6 kbit/s 

 
alNoFrameT min_  MaximumFrameT _  alNoFrameT min_  MaximumFrameT _  

54 (1 byte response) 2.8 ms 3.9 ms 5.6 ms 7.9 ms 

84 (4 byte response) 4.4 ms 6.1 ms 8.8 ms 12.3 ms 

124 (8 byte response) 6.5 ms 9.0 ms 12.9 ms 18.0 ms 

Table 2. Transmission time for frames at the two most common bit rates 

 

2.3 LIN applications 
LIN is widely used in the automobile industry and is expanding in the commercial vehicle 
industry. Most applications are small systems with about 2-4 nodes where the LIN network is a 
sub-network to CAN. Since networks and especially LIN has the ability to significantly reduce 
the wiring they are often implemented where the physical space is limited. Typical examples of 
LIN implementations are: 

 

� Controlling the front seat heating 

� Door modules – switch panel in driver/passenger door that controls mirrors, locks and 
windows 

� Electrical roof hatch controls 

� Steering wheel switches 

 

(3)  

(4)  
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Figure 7. MAN dashboard with instrument cluster from Stoneridge Electronics 

 

Stoneridge Electronics manufactures an instrument cluster for the commercial vehicle 
manufacturer MAN AG (Maschinenfabrik Augsburg-Nürnberg AG). The instrument contains a 
display, see Figure 7, and a CAN to LIN gateway. The LIN bus is connected to switches in the 
steering wheel, see Figure 8, and the CAN bus is connected to several other devices in the 
vehicle. The display shows menus for the devices, for example radio settings, which are 
controllable via the switches in the steering wheel. So when the driver wants to, for example 
change the radio channel, he or she triggers a switch at the steering wheel. The switch trigger 
command is transmitted on the LIN bus to the display in the instrument cluster, there it is 
displayed and retransmitted on the CAN bus as a change radio channel command.  
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Figure 8. The instrument cluster communication buses [10] 

 

2.4 Summary and conclusions 
LIN is a network standard developed for applications requiring low bandwidth and current 
consumption. The existing commercial vehicle LIN products are networks with few nodes and 
often as sub-networks to CAN. This is exactly how an intelligent switch system would be 
implemented and LIN has all qualifications to meet the demands of the prototype, see section 
1.2 Objectives. The relatively low bandwidth will probably not cause a problem when 
implementing an intelligent switch system in a vehicle since the amount of transmitted data is 
small. The use of the more dynamic frame types (sporadic and event triggered) gives both a 
faster system and less traffic on the buss which lowers the current consumption. 
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3 Switches 
Most of the functions in vehicles, except those directly associated with the manoeuvring, are 
controlled with switches. The most common switches in a truck cabin are: push, rocker and 
rotary. The push switch allows electricity to flow between two contacts when pressed and 
breaks the circuit when depressed. A rocker switch is a switch that rocks when pressed, which 
means that the switch has two sides and the side not pressed are raised. Rocker switches can 
have more than two positions which can be momentary (containing a back spring) or 
maintaining. Rotary switches, Figure 9, have two or more positions and are common in for 
example fan settings. The switches used in the prototype designed in this thesis are maintaining 
rocker switches, see 4.2.2 Scania rocker switches.  

 

Figure 9. Rotary switches 

 

3.1 Direct controlled switches 
The switches traditionally used in the automotive industry are direct controlled. The 
microcontroller read the state of the switch either by reading the associated pin, high or low, or 
by an AD conversion which is further described in chapter 3.3.1 Resistance encoding. Where 
the switch is connected to the microcontroller is thus pre-determined and not changeable. To, 
for example, have the same switch function in two locations will cause a lot of cable wiring. 
Figure 10 shows an example with two switches AL and BL that, connected to ECU 1, controls 
an electric motor M 1. The same switch function is required on the right side so switches AR 
and BR are connected to. ECU 2 is an independent control unit in the vicinity of AR and BR.  
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Figure 10. Direct controlled application with two sets of switches controlling the same motor 

 

3.2 Intelligent Switches 
The introduction of intelligent switches to the commercial vehicle industry would allow a more 
flexible and configurable dashboard. This would be an advantage not only in terms of driver 
customization but also in the development and testing processes.  

 

3.2.1 Intelligent switch concept 

The intelligent switch concept can be divided in two main categories.  

 

Movable switches with predetermined functions 

Switches that are supposed to be movable have to fulfil two fundamental demands. They must 
have the same geometrical shape and they have to be identifiable by the system. The 
identifiability can be implemented for example by using a ROM (Read Only Memory) with an 
identification code or with resistance encoding. Both examples are being described further in, 
section 3.3 Switch identification. The identifiability combined with ECU:s connected to a 
network enables a system where the switches can be connected to any node. Figure 11 shows 
the same example as Figure 10 but with intelligent switches and with ECU:s connected to a LIN 
network. 

 

Figure 11. Intelligent switch application with two sets of switches controlling the same motor 
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Stationary switches with configurable functions 

A more advanced intelligent switch concept is to have switches that, when mounted in the 
vehicle, are unconfigured but with predetermined configuration options. This demands that the 
symbol on the switch is changeable for instance by a small display.  

Good example products of this are Smartswitch from NKK Switches [11] which are switches 
with LCD displays and the Optimus Maximus keyboard [12] with a small OLED (Organic 
Light-Emitting Diode) display in every key. The keys are configurable and the display shows 
the picture of whatever the key is associated with at the moment. One advantage with this 
solution is that the driver can have an individual switch configuration that is activated when he 
or she enters the vehicle. These switches also have the possibility to replace physical multi-stage 
switches since the display can show the present state.  

When discussing switches with displays, a word or two should be mentioned about touch 
screens. To replace switches with touch screens gives vast configurability possibilities but also a 
whole set of new discussion topics, for example the lack of physical response which are 
important when manoeuvring a vehicle. With existent technologies, price and current 
consumption also becomes major drawback risks. The advantage with a touch screen is that it, 
thanks to the vast configurability and flexibility, has the possibility to replace several other 
systems. For example, Volkswagen is developing a touch screen system for automobiles that 
will replace the controls for heating, air-conditioning, entertainment, navigation and trip-
computer functions [13]. Display switches and touch screens is not in the scope of his thesis and 
will not be further investigated.  

 

3.3 Switch identification  
The intelligent switch concept investigated in this thesis implicate that the switch is identifiable 
wherever it is located in the system. Presumably the easiest way to do this is to have different 
resistors in every switch. The switch is then connected to an ADC (Analog-to-Digital 
Converter) pin on the MCU, with the ADC value the resistance can be calculated and thus the 
switch recognized.  

Another possible solution is to connect the switches and the microcontroller to a small internal 
network where every switch has a ROM with an identification code, an example of this called 1-
Wire is described in section 3.3.3 1-Wire. 

 

3.3.1 Resistance encoding 

The most basic way to connect a switch to a microcontroller is to connect it to a regular I/O pin 
and let the MCU read the state of the pin (high or low). It is desirable to use as few pins on the 
microcontroller as possible (to make room for other functions or the possibility to use a smaller 
microcontroller) so when connecting several switches to the same MCU resistance encoding can 
be used. Resistance encoding means that the switches are connected to an ADC pin and from 
the ADC value it is determined which switch is triggered. To do this a set of resistors are used 
in a coupling that ensure a unique voltage on the pin depending on which switch is triggered.  
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Figure 12. Example circuit diagram for two switches with resistance encoding 

If none of the switches S-1 and S-2 in Figure 12 are closed the voltage at the ADC pin is, 

 

ccswitchesADC V
RRR

RR
V

321

32
21_ ++

+
=−−  

 

if switch S-1 is closed the ADC pin is grounded and if switch S-2 is closed the result will be. 

 

ccswitchADC V
RR

R
V

31

3
2_ +

=−  

 

This particularly circuit has a built in priority. If both switches are closed at the same time the 
ADC pin are grounded just as when only S-1 is closed and switch S-1 therefore has higher 
priority.  

 

3.3.2 Intelligent switches with resistance encoding  

When using intelligent switches the exact circuit from Figure 12 can not be used since changing 
one of the resistors would change the initial voltage value at the ADC pin. Instead, in the 
prototype designed, see chapter 4 Prototype, the following circuit were used.   

(5)  

(6)  
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Figure 13. Intelligent switch circuit without switches 

Figure 13 shows a circuit with the capacity of two intelligent switches, when adding a switch to 
connection A, As1-As2 will be replaced with a closed switch that opens when the button is 
triggered, see Figure 14.  

 

Figure 14. Intelligent switch circuit with two switches 

When no button is triggered the voltage value at the ADC pin will be: 

 

ccswitchnoADC V
RR

R
V

41

4
__ +

=  

 

and when one button is triggered i.e. one switch open. 

 

cc
SWITCH

SWITCH
switchoneADC V

RRR

RR
V

41

4
__ ++

+
=  

 

When both buttons are pressed at the same time a third case will occur: 

 

cc
SWITCHSWITCH

SWICTCHSWITCH
switchestwoADC V

RRRR

RRR
V

4211

421´
__ +++

++
=  

 

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  
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This case can easily be handled by software; one thing to take in consideration though is that the 
sum of two resistors can not be equal to the resistance of a third resistor or the sum of any other 
implemented resistors. When adding more switches to the same ADC pin the case when several 
buttons are triggered at the same time quickly limits the number of possible switches. To 
remedy this additional ADC pins may be used. If the number of switches is limited to n on each 
pin no regard has to be taken to the resistance sum of more than n resistors (since no more than 
n switches can be pressed at the same time, at the same pin). 

 

Switch matrix circuit 

Another possible solution is to connect the switches in a matrix between a set of I/O pins. 
Figure 15 shows a matrix with 16 switches connected to 8 pins on a MCU.  

 

Figure 15. Switch matrix circuit with 16 switches 

Melexis has developed a LIN slave called MLX80103 [13]. It is adapted for switch reading and 
there is several ways to connect switches to it. It has the possibility to connect 25 switches in a 
matrix with the use of 10 pins. When a switch is closed a wake up function is triggered and the 
output pin applies a current to that column of the matrix. Reading the input pins (the rows of the 
matrix) then gives the information of which switch was triggered.  

 

Combining this circuit with resistance encoding (adding a resistor at every switch and AD 
convert the input) to make it an intelligent switch application, see Figure 16, demands some 
additional changes. 

A wake up can trigger on a rising or falling edge i.e. a change from high to low, or vice versa, 
on the selected pin. The microcontroller has set voltage boundaries for the recognition of the 
state of the pin, for example an ATmega 88 [9] with operating voltage 5 V has -0.5 – 1.5 V for 
low and 3 – 5.5 V for high. When adding resistors to the switches, depending on the resistance, 
the voltage change may not be big enough to create an edge and thus can not create a wake up.  
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Without wake up the microcontroller has to poll all pins, this can be done by putting one of the 
outputs high and then AD convert on the input pins. This has to be done once for every output 
pin and the number of AD conversions to cover all switches is therefore equal to the number of 
switches. This method has a risk of becoming very time consuming when adding many 
switches. 

To decrease the number of conversions an initiating phase could be used. Whenever the 
constellation of switches is changed the microcontroller performs an AD conversion for every 
switch as described above and storing the switches present position. Based on this information 
all the possible ADC values, when the output pins are simultaneously high, can be calculated. 
When the output pins has the same value they can be approximated to be the same point and the 
switches on the same input pin becomes parallel coupled. Unless if any of the calculated ADC 
values on one pin are to close to each other this method only requires one AD conversion per 
input pin. An error margin has to be setup for every AD value based on the ADC resolution and 
built in error and the tolerance of the resistor, see chapter 5 Results.  

 

 

Figure 16. Intelligent switch matrix circuit with 16 switches 

 

3.3.3 1-Wire 

The Dallas Semiconductor 1-Wire [15] is a communication protocol. This protocol can be used 
to create a small network with the microcontroller as master and the switches as slaves 
connected to the same microcontroller pin. Maxim manufactures components that follows the 1-
Wire protocol and can be used as slaves in the network. These components have a built in ROM 
with a 64 bit unique serial number  

There are several different components with different features depending on the scope of use. 
For an intelligent switch application a simple component with one readable I/O pin is suitable 
such as the DS2405 Addressable Switch [16]. This is a three pin component with no extra 
features accept the I/O pin that would allow switch reading. Except the I/O pin there is one pin 
for ground and one for the communication. There is no need for a power supply pin since all 
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power is derived from the communication bus and the energy is stored in an internal capacitor 
when the line is high. The stored energy is sufficient for the device to operate when the line is 
low.  

 

The master has several ways of communicating with the slaves. The basic method to check the 
state of the DS2405 Addressable Switch is with a command that addresses one switch and asks 
for the state of the I/O pin. The master sends an eight bit command followed by the 64 bit 
identification code and the slave answers with the state of the pin. This method however 
demands that the master knows the identification codes of the switches present on the bus. To 
find out which switch is on the bus the master can do a search ROM command. This search 
identifies all the present switches so it only has to be performed when the switch setup has been 
changed. Presuming the master knows when it changes it only needs to do this once and can 
then choose a faster identification method. Depending on the amount of switches on the bus 
addressing one switch at the time or doing an active-only search will be the fastest. An active-
only search is basically the same as the search ROM command but only the slaves with their I/O 
pin in a low state will participate, thus the activated switches can be recognised.  

 

The advantage with the 1-Wire system compared to resistance encoding is that the number of 
unique switches is practically unlimited. However the product will be a little more expensive 
[17] and the switch reading will be slower.  

 

3.3.4 Number of switches on one slave 

To estimate the amount of switches possible to connect to one microcontroller and the amount 
of unique switches in total, the limiting factors has to be identified.  

1-Wire has a 64 bit identification code. This gives a total of 482  unique codes (the first 8 bits 
are family code and the 8 last bits are for error detection) which is more than enough. The 
limiting factor instead becomes the reading time. The maximum bit rate on the 1-Wire bus is 
16.3 kbit/s. To check the state of one switch with this speed would take approximately:  

 

Br
NT Bit

1⋅=  

 

Where BitN  is the number of bits transferred and Br is the bit rate. With an 8 bit command and 

a 64 bit identification code this gives 4.4≈T ms.  

 

With resistance encoding the reading time will be a lot faster, the slowest AD conversion on an 
ATmega88 takes 260 µs [9]. Another possible limiting factor is the resolution of the ADC. The 
ADC in an ATmega88 has a 10-bit resolution; this gives 1024 values to dispense. Every switch 
(resistor value) allocates an amount of these ADC values. These are the possible results of an 
AD conversion when the switch is triggered. The amount can be calculated based on the error 
margin of the resistor and the internal error margin of the ADC.  

To estimate the amount of resistances an ADC can distinguish some approximative calculations 
have been done, see chapter 5 Results and Appendix A. Resistance Calculations.  

 

(10) 
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3.4 Summary and Conclusion 
The two switch identification methods described in this chapter has similar hardware 
architecture. Both resistance encoding and 1-Wire has an identification component in the switch 
and are read by a microcontroller. Since resistance encoding do not require any specially made 
components this identification method was chosen for the prototype.  

Resistance encoding is theoretically the faster of the two identification methods which can be 
crucial in big systems where other applications can slow down the system. The slower 1-Wire 
method has the advantage of practically unlimited amount of distinguishable switches but a 
higher component cost.  
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4 Prototype 
In line with the objectives of this thesis the practical part include the design of a prototype. The 
prototype is based on the theoretical investigation and implements the identification method 
described in section 3.3.2 Intelligent switches with resistance encoding. The primary purpose of 
the prototype is to serve as an intelligent switch demonstration platform but it also serves as a 
base for response time measurements.  

 

4.1 Development tools and test equipment 
The development environment used for development, testing and evaluation of the prototype is 
based on Atmel tools. The environment includes programming and debugging tools, compiler 
and network analyser. The program language chosen for this thesis is C and AVR Studio 4 as 
programming environment. AVR Studio is an IDE (Integrated Development Environment) 
provided by Atmel. There are several commercial compilers for AVR microcontrollers but these 
are expensive so a free GNU compiler called Winavr is used. For downloading the compiled 
code to the microcontrollers a JTAGICE MKII is used. The combination of AVR Studio and the 
JTAG interface enables real time debugging i.e. monitoring the microcontrollers I/O pins while 
running the application. With these tools a complete environment for writing, compiling and 
debugging software is obtained.  

 

For testing and evaluating the prototype ATAnalyser is used which is a network monitor and 
analyser. It can be used both as a network sniffer and a network node i.e. generating traffic on 
the bus. To interface the ATAnalyser with the network an ATAVRAUTO102 board, described 
further in 4.2.1 ATAVRAUTOEK1, is used. 

 

To measure the response time of the complete setup a Tektronix TDS 744A oscillator is used. 
The data from the measurements is downloaded to a PC and plotted with Matlab, see chapter 5 
Results. 

 

4.2 Hardware 
The prototype is based on the ATAVRAUTOEK1 evaluation kit from Atmel. The kit contains 
hardware for a complete LIN network setup with one master, two slave nodes and a board that 
provides an USB PC interface for network monitoring.  

 

4.2.1 ATAVRAUTOEK1 

The ATAVRAUTOEK1 is a kit for LIN and CAN network evaluations [18]. The kit contains 
five separate boards, described in detail below. In the prototype only one LIN network was used 
but the kit supports use of one CAN and two LIN networks with a CAN to LIN gateway.  When 
delivered the kit is loaded with demonstration firmware that allows controlling a DC motor via a 
joystick.  
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Figure 17. The ATAVRAUTO evaluation kit 

ATAVRAUTO100 

The ATAVRAUTO100, top right in Figure 17, is the CAN to LIN gateway [19] but in the 
prototype only used as the LIN master. On-board is an AT90CAN128 [20] 8-bit microcontroller 
connected to both a LIN and a CAN transceiver ATA6621 [8] and ATA6660 [21].  

 

ATAVRAUTO200 

The ATAVRAUTO200, bottom right in Figure 17, is one of two LIN slave boards. Except the 
ATmega88 8-bit microcontroller and the ATA6620 LIN transceiver [22] it contains 
demonstration features such as motor relay, motor FET (Field Effect Transistor) and hall sensor 
inputs.  

 

ATAVRAUTO300 

ATAVRAUTO300, top left in Figure 17, is the other slave board; it has just as the 
ATAVRAUTO200 an ATmega88 8-bit microcontroller and an ATA6620 LIN transceiver. The 
on-board demonstration feature of the ATAVRAUTO300 is a 5 way joystick.  

 

ATAVRAUTO900 

ATAVRAUTO900, bottom left in Figure 17, is a small board only used to connect the 
AVRATJTAGICE MKII with the microcontrollers on the other boards when programming and 
debugging.  

 

ATAVRAUTO900 ATAVRAUTO102 ATAVRAUTO200 

ATAVRAUTO300 ATAVRAUTO100 
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ATAVRAUTO102 

ATAVRAUTO102, the big board in the middle of Figure 17, is the PC interface that allows 
monitoring and debugging the networks [23]. An AT90CAN128 together with an ATA6660 
CAN transceiver and two LIN transceivers ATA6621 and ATA6661 [24] allows the 
ATAVRAUTO102 to be used as a network sniffer or as a regular node on the CAN and LIN 
networks. The USB PC interface is controlled from an AT90USB1287 8-bit microcontroller 
[25].  

 

4.2.2 Scania rocker switches 

The switches used in the prototype are rocker switches from Scania, Figure 18, they were 
chosen because of the physical design that enabled adding components inside the switch.  

 

Figure 18. Two Scania rocker switches 

 

4.3 Final Design 
 

4.3.1 Hardware setup 

The prototype hardware setup, shown in Figure 19, has one LIN master node and two slave 
nodes, ATAVRAUTO100, 200 and 300 described in 4.2.1 ATAVRAUTOEK1. Each of the 
slave nodes has three switch slots and the prototype includes two switches. The switch slots are 
connected to an ADC pin on the microcontroller according to the circuit described in Figure 13.  
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Figure 19. The prototype hardware setup 

 

4.3.2 Software implementation 

The network in the prototype is based on a LIN 1.3 library provided by Atmel. The scheduling 
in the master task consists of two unconditional frames, each associated with a slave task in one 
slave node. This means that each slave is polled with a constant time delay. The bit rate is set to 
19.2 kbit/s and the frames are published by the master task with a delay of 8.65 ms. Both frames 
have 4 bytes of data which results in a frame transmission time of 4.4 ms at 19.2 kbit/s. In this 
application the bus is occupied more than 50% of the time, see Figure 20. For more details on 
the response time of the prototype see chapter 5 Results. 

 

 

Figure 20. The frame schedule in the prototype 
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5 Results 
One of the most important aspects of the intelligent switch investigation is the response time of 
the system. The prototype designed in this thesis is a three node system. When implemented in a 
vehicle, an intelligent switch system would probably include more nodes to cover all switches, 
but the basic architecture is the same. Response time measurements on the prototype therefore 
give a good indication of the response time of a larger system. 

 

Figure 21 shows a plot from an oscilloscope, it is a measurement from the prototype and 
contains the LIN bus, the voltage over a switch and the voltage over a LED (at the master node) 
activated by the switch. The prototype contains two alternating frames, see section 4.3.2 
Software implementation, but one was removed during the test for improved measurement 
result clearness.  

 

Figure 21. Measurement from the prototype showing the response time of the system 

This example is close to a worst case of the prototype since the switch is triggered while the 
response of the associated LIN frame is transmitted (at 0.06 s in the plot). When the switch is 
triggered and the AD conversion is complete the indicating digit is ready to be sent with the 
next associated frame. In this example, the LIN response is already in transmission and the 
indicating digit has to wait for next frame. As soon as the response of the frame carrying the 
digit is completely transmitted the value is available to the application (visible by the activation 
of the LED in the plot after the second LIN frame at 0.0785 s).  
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Worst case situation for this prototype is when the switch reading is finished just after the 
response transmission started. In this case the frame delay is 17.3 ms and the response 
transmission time is 2.6 ms which gives a total response time of 19.9 ms. This case is displayed 
in Figure 22.  

 

Figure 22. Prototype worst case situation timing diagram 

The worst case time increases linearly with the amount of frames as long as the schedule table 
only consist of unconditional and sporadic frames and can be estimated with equation (11). 

 

idSwitchRFFcaseWorst TTNTT __1_ ++⋅=  

 

Where FT  is the sum of the transmission time of one frame and the delay to next frame, FN  is 

the amount of frames, RT _1  is the transmission time of on response and idSwitchT _  is the time it 

takes for the microcontroller to identify the switch trigger. 

When adding event triggered frames the worst case includes all possible collisions and 
executions of collision resolving schedule tables. So when calculating the worst case time with 
event triggered frames the execution of the associated collision resolving schedule table has to 
be added.  

 

The calculations in Appendix A. Resistance Calculations are based on a circuit like the one in 
Figure 13 but with only one switch. It should only be used to get a rough estimation of the 
amount of switches that a microcontroller can distinguish. Some things that should be taken in 
consideration are:  

� The ADC chosen is 10-bit. An ADC with higher resolution will increase the amount of 
identifiable switches 

� The upper resistance boundary is set to 100 kΩ. Low currents are more sensitive to EMI  

� The calculations are based on the assumption that the resistance can be chosen with 
high accuracy  

� The choice of the permanent switches affect the result, lower resistance increases the 
resolution 

� The resistance tolerance of the resistors in the calculations are 1% with one extra 
percent added for external errors, for example deficient soldering  

This estimation gives 54 distinguishable resistances from 31 Ω to 100 kΩ.  

 

The materiel costs of resistance encoding and 1-wire is about the same since the systems 
resemble each other architecturally. The main difference is the identification component where 
a 1-Wire component is more expensive than a resistor.  

(11)  
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6 Future Work 

The prototype designed is only in a conceptual level so there is still much work that has to be 
done before this could be a real product.  

 

6.1 Prototype Improvements 
For the prototype to be more realistic some extra features could be added. In the present design 
the network scheduling includes two unconditional frames; a real application would probably 
involve event triggered frames. The event triggered frame, see 2.1.2 Frame types, are a good 
choice when having slaves with seldom occurring events, such as switch triggering, but it is also 
the only frame type where collisions can occur. A collision with resulting switch to, and 
execution of, collision resolving schedule table would have to be tested as a worst case 
situation.   

Due to current consumption it is desirable to let the system go into a sleep mode. This is not 
necessarily a time consumer since every node on the bus can initiate a wake-up. If the wake-up 
is fast and the master initially transmits an event triggered frame associated with all possible 
unconditional frames this could be a time saver.  

 

6.2 Vehicle implementation 
The investigation and prototype design has focused on the intelligent switch concept and not so 
much what has to be considered when adapting the system to the commercial vehicle industry. 
For example EMC and current consumption which is only briefly discussed.  

When implemented in a vehicle, the LIN network of the intelligent switch system will probably 
be a sub-bus to CAN. This gives the possibility to control other functions connected to the CAN 
network with the switches but the response time will be slower and harder to predict.  

 

An investigation about risks and delimitations with an intelligent switch system would also be 
necessary. For example which switches ought not to be movable and under which circumstances 
shall it be possible to reconfigure the dashboard.  
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7 Conclusions 
The main design differences between an intelligent switch system and a traditional direct 
controlled switch system, in terms of hardware, is the addition of network nodes which results 
in more electronics but less wires and connectors. The design proposal based on the 
investigation in this thesis is to have a board or a rig with switch connectors wherever an 
intelligent switch can be connected. The microcontroller reading the switches should be on or 
close to the board to minimize wiring. 

 

The rule of thumb for maximal response time for switches is 100 ms which will probably not be 
a problem if the amount of LIN-frames is held low. To limit the strain on the bus, traffic not 
associated with the switches should be distributed to other networks. The addition of more LIN 
networks does not necessarily infer a big increase in hardware since there are components 
combining several network nodes in one device [26]. The response time for switches controlling 
functions outside the LIN network i.e. in the CAN network is harder to predict. The worst case 
is when a switch with indicator LED is controlling a function connected to CAN. The switch 
trigger command has to be transmitted from LIN to CAN and the function, and then back to the 
switch to ignite the LED indicating that the function is activated. 

 

Among the investigated identification methods resistance encoding seems to fit the application 
best. 1-Wire has a great risk of being to slow when the amount of switches increases. Resistance 
encoding has a limit in amount of unique switches possible to distinguish by the 
microcontroller. To remedy this, a microcontroller with a higher resolution ADC, or even an 
external ADC, could be used.  
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Appendix A. Resistance Calculation 
 

Rv 5100  Rv 5.1103=  

Rvmin Rv0.98.  Rvmin 4.998103=  

Rvmax Rv1.02.  Rvmax 5.202103=  

Rg 0.01  Rg 0.01=  

Rgmin Rg0.98.  Rgmin 9.810 3=  

Rgmax Rg1.02.  Rgmax 0.01=  

Vcc 5  Vcc 5=  

ADC_diff 2  ADC_diff 2=  

ADC_bits 210
 ADC_bits 1.024103=  

 

Starting position (no switch attached) 

Vadc_max_utan_resistor
RgmaxVcc.

Rvmin Rgmax 

Vadc_max_utan_resistor 1.0210 5=  

 

ADCmax_utan_resistor
Vadc_max_utan_resistor ADC_bits.

Vcc
ADC_diff

 

ADCmax_utan_resistor 2.002=  

 

Vadc_min_utan_resistor
Rgmin Vcc.

Rvmax Rgmin 

Vadc_min_utan_resistor 9.41910 6=  

 

x 1 20..  

 

ADCmin_utan_resistor 0 

ADCmin_utan_resistor 0=  



 

  

 

Calculations for one switch (resistor) 

 

R1
x

x( ) 1000.
 

R1T
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

0 0 1 103 2 103 3 103 4 103 5 103 6 103 7 103 8 103 9 103 1 104 1.1 104
=

 

R1min R10.98.  

R1minT
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 0 980 1.96103 2.94103 3.92103 4.9 103 5.88103 6.86103 7.84103
=

 

R1max R11.02.  

R1maxT
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 0 1.02103 2.04103 3.06103 4.08103 5.1 103 6.12103 7.14103 8.16103
=

 

Vadc_r1_max
Vcc Rgmax R1max( ).

Rvmin Rgmax R1max 

Vadc_r1_maxT
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1.0210-5 0.847 1.449 1.899 2.247 2.525 2.752 2.941 3.101 3.237 3.356
=

 

ADC_r1_max
Vadc_r1_maxADC_bits.

Vcc
ADC_diff

 

ADC_r1_maxT
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 2.002 175.561 298.813 390.862 462.225 519.172 565.67 604.353 637.039=

 

Vadc_r1_min
Vcc Rgmin R1min( ).

Rvmax Rgmin R1min 

Vadc_r1_minT
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 9.41910-6 0.793 1.368 1.805 2.149 2.425 2.653 2.844
=

 

ADC_r1_min
Vadc_r1_min ADC_bits.

Vcc
ADC_diff

 

ADC_r1_minT
0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 -1.998 160.331 278.236 367.758 438.044 494.694 541.325=

 

ADC_r1_spann ADC_r1_maxADC_r1_min 

ADC_r1_spannT
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 4 15.23 20.577 23.104 24.181 24.478 24.345 23.975=

 



 

  

ADC_r1_spann

R1
0 5000 1 10

4
1.5 10

4
2 10

4
0

5

10

15

20

25

 

ADC-values required for one switch, depending on the resistance 

 

mantissa x( ) x floor x( ) 

roundoff x( ) if mantissa x( ) .5< floor x( ), ceil x( ),( )  

 

Maximum number of switches  

 

R Res_max( ) R1max 0

j 0

ADC_r1max
Rgmax( ) ADC_bits.

Rvmin Rgmax
ADC_diff

ADCny_min ADC_r1max 2

R1ny_min
ADCny_min ADC_diff( ) Rvmax Rgmin( ) Rgmin ADC_bits.

ADC_bits ADCny_min ADC_diff( )

Resistor
R1ny_min

98
100.

R1max Resistor 1.02.

ADC_r1max
Rgmax R1max( ) ADC_bits.

Rvmin Rgmax R1max
ADC_diff

j j 1

resultat
j 0, roundoff Resistor( )

resultat
j 1, roundoff ADCny_min( )

resultat
j 2, roundoff ADC_r1max( )

R1max Res_max<while

resultat  



 

  

R 100000( )

0 1 2

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

0 0 0

31 4 8

66 10 16

103 18 23

144 25 31

190 33 40

239 42 50

293 52 60

353 62 71

418 73 83

490 85 95

569 97 109

655 111 123

750 125 138

854 140 154

969 156 171

1.094 10 3 173 189

1.232 10 3 191 208

1.384 10 3 210 228

1.551 10 3 230 248

1.734 10 3 250 270

1.936 10 3 272 292

2.159 10 3 294 315

2.403 10 3 317 339

2.673 10 3 341 363

2.971 10 3 365 389

3.3 10 3 391 414

3.662 10 3 416 440

4.063 10 3 442 466

4.507 10 3 468 493

4.998 10 3 495 519

5.543 10 3 521 546

6.148 10 3 548 572

6.82 10 3 574 598

7.569 10 3 600 624

8.404 10 3 626 649

9.337 10 3 651 674

1.038 10 4 676 698

1.156 10 4 700 721

1.288 10 4 723 744

1.437 10 4 746 766

1.606 10 4 768 787

1.798 10 4 789 807

2.017 10 4 809 826

2.269 10 4 828 844

2.56 10 4 846 861

2.898 10 4 863 878

3.295 10 4 880 893

3.763 10 4 895 908

4.324 10 4 910 922

5.002 10 4 924 935

5.837 10 4 937 947

6.885 10 4 949 958

8.231 10 4 960 968

1.002 10 5 970 978

=

 


